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How to give people skins on fortnite
In terms of understatements, saying Fortnite has a fair few skins is about on par with noting that there are a handful of stars in the skies. It’s a crowded market these days, yet some lines of skins still stand out, and none more so than the Icons Series. Designed to give in-game life to real people who’ve involved themselves heavily in the Fortnite
world, the Icons Series features skins based on YouTubers, Streamers, and musicians. It’s one of the newest and most select groups in Fortnite with, at the time of writing, just 7 skins. To give you a look at the full set, we’ve collected images and information on all the Fortnite Icons Series skins you might encounter (or use) on the battle royale island.
At the time of writing, only six Icons series skins are available within Fortnite, but the latest addition of Lachlan (further details here) has already been revealed. Here’s a look at each of them: Ninja © Epic Games The first Icon skin based on a content creator was announced back in January 2020. Given his face is almost synonymous with the game
itself, Ninja was the no-brainer choice for in-game representation. His blue-haired skin was made available over two periods in January and May. It’s unlikely to ever return, making it quite the exclusive pick up if you own it. Loserfruit © Epic Games Following on from Ninja, Australian streamer Loserfruit also gained a Fortnite skin in June 2020. The
design was based on an outfit she wore to the Fortnite Australian Open, and in a nice touch, also includes watermelon and citrus fruit pickaxes. So far Loserfruit is the only woman to feature in the Icons Series. Lachlan © Epic Games Joining Loserfruit to represent the ANZ region of creators, Aussie Lachlan is the next Icons Series skin announced by
Epic Games. Though it’s yet to be officially unveiled, the new design will arrive alongside the Lachlan’s Pickaxe Frenzy tournament, giving everyone a chance to earn it for free. Marshmello © Epic Games To celebrate his in-game concert in early 2019, American DJ Marshmello was given an in-game skin set. During the 2019 Fortnite World Cup, he
even had the chance to show the skin off when teaming up with Ninja. While originally added under the Epic rarity, the skin was swapped to the Icons Series after its unveiling. Marshmello has worked with Fortnite extensively, even releasing official music videos created in the game’s engine. Major Lazer © Epic Games Okay, so while we did say that
Fortnite’s Icons Series is intended to bring real people to life in-game, that doesn’t necessarily mean the skin will look like them. To represent Jamaican-American electronic dance trio Major Lazer, Fortnite added a skin based on the animated character which represents the group. First added as part of the Lazerism Set in August 2019, it was later
added to the Icons series. Travis Scott & Astro Jack © Epic Games Much like Marshmello, American rapper Travis Scott was given an in-game skin to tie in with an in-game musical performance. Stepping up the scale of season-ending events, April’s Astronomical performance saw Scott take players on a visual journey across the Fortnite map as he
shifted through several different popular tracks. The Astro Jack skin was a second Scott design added for the Astronomical event. The painted astronaut face is based on the astronaut figure used to promote Travis Scott’s Astroworld album. The skin arrived alongside the Travis skin in April 2020. TheGrefg After smashing the Twitch concurrent
viewers record (that he himself set), Spanish streamer TheGrefg unveiled his Icon Series skin to the world as a fitting tribute to the undisputed champ. Outfitted like an MMA fighter with telekinetic powers, TheGrefg's skin is now in the Epic store for your V-bucks to liberate. Those are all the Icons Series skins in Fortnite so far, but we’ve no doubt
Epic will add more in time as they partner with content creators and other famous faces across the world. We’ll do our best to update this list as and when they do. Guide Fortnite Gaming Culture Load Comments While you could argue that they aren’t nearly as cool or intimidating as they once were, there’s something to be said for the effect coming
across a tier 100 skin has on you as a player in Fortnite. These guys clearly take Fortnite very seriously if they have maxed out their Battle Pass — or are crazy enough to just buy the whole thing outright. But not all Fortnite tier 100 skins are created equal. From Season 2 to Chapter 2 (there was no Battle Pass in Season 1), we’ve had a broad variety
of skins ranging from very obvious movie nods to viking warriors. Season 8 saw the introduction of the very first female tier 100 skin, but every other skin up until Season 3 of Chapter 2 was male. With serious players preferring female skins because they are generally skinnier and harder to hit, don’t be surprised to see a few more female skins in
subsequent Fortnite seasons. So with plenty to pick from, what are the best Fortnite tier 100 skins? Which will give your enemies the heebie-jeebies, and which will make them look at you like you’re some kind of small dog with an overactive bladder? Here’s our ranking, which we will be adding to over time as seasons go by. Fortnite Tier 100 Skins
14. Iron Man – Chapter 2 – Season 4 Fortnite Season 4 Iron Man So, here’s the thing with Iron Man as a tier 100 skin: it’s actually pretty cool. It’s probably the best superhero skin in the game. However, considering it’s a style for Tony Stark that has to be swapped to in-game and that you have to complete additional challenges even after reaching
tier 100, it’s clear that this is the worst of the lot. Is it even really a tier 100 skin? 13. Vendetta – Season 9 It seems like Epic mixed up the tier 1 and 100 skins for Season 9; Vendetta has entry-level Battle Pass skin written all over him. A relatively neat skin, Vendetta’s weak “final form” make his a tier 100 to forget when compared to the others. Plus,
conceptually Vendetta’s just very similar to Drift, minus the absolutely massive cloak. At this time of writing, we still don’t know how Vendetta fits into Fortnite canon, either, and we probably never will. Comfortably the worst tier 100. 12. The Ice King – Season 7 Perhaps it’s because it brings back too many bad memories of the generally bad Season
7, but The Ice King is a tier 100 Fortnite skin that you will rarely see people use nowadays. It kind of makes sense; we’ve been a little too overexposed to it with it being the main feature of the worst Fortnite event to date, and just generally not having great unlockable styles. Not a bad skin by any means, just nobody’s first pick. 11. Dire – Season 6 A
werewolf skin should top this list just by virtue of being, well, a werewolf. However, in reality, Dire is just too damn chunky in his ultimate variation to be a good skin for serious play. Perhaps his other styles are better suited to the game than the fully unlocked form, but Dire also just reminds us of how terrible Fortnitemares was in 2018. That was a
dark time for Fortnite. Still, his more colourful forms will mesh well with accessories if you have some fashion shows to attend. 10. Fusion – Chapter 2 – Season 1 The first tier 100 skin of Fortnite’s second chapter definitely isn’t the worst, but it’s not the best, either. Looking a little like a zombie ninja skin, it doesn’t exactly stand out among all the
other big daddy skins in the game, though it’s still a clean skin that is that rarity for a male skin: it’s not absolutely massive. A relative lack of unlockable styles knocks it down a bit, as well as the fact that the season it featured in was a bit of a bore. Seriously, there are still some people stuck in that neverending season. 9. Masked Fade – Eternal
Knight – Chapter 2: Season 3 Fortnite Season 3 Is this really what you would call a tier 100 skin considering it’s an unlockable style for Fade? We’ll allow it, though we understand if you want to disregard it in this ranking. While no doubt a stylish skin, the issue with Masked Fade is that it comes across very much like a mixture of Ragnarok and Drift
and yet another skin that is heavily inspired by Japanese culture. It doesn’t feel all that original, and compared to the rest of the tier 100 skins, it can’t help but feel pretty derivative. 8. Ultima Knight – Season X Season X was all about paying homage to Fortnite’s past, acting as one long goodbye for Fortnite as we knew it — shame the mechs
overshadowed so much of it. The Ultima Knight skin, however, was a worthwhile Battle Pass skin to work towards, especially with the unlockable styles. A spin on the Black Knight skin of Season 2, Ultima Knight is certainly a chonky boy, but he’s definitely still intimidating. 7. Eternal Knight – Chapter 2: Season 3 Fortnite Season 3 Alright, that’s
enough knight skins now, Epic. That will do. No more. We will accept a squire or jester, but you are now at your limit for Battle Pass knights. Eternal Knight is effectively the female version of Ultima Knight, and she looks a heck of a lot like a Nazgûl, except if a Nazgûl wandered into a pawnshop and came out with a lot of bling. Her slender frame
makes her a better overall pick for many players, and she is the only skin in Season 3 that changes based on your level. 6. Luxe – Season 8 The very first female tier 100 skin in Fortnite definitely could have been better, but Luxe is still a decent enough skin. She still gets chosen by comp players, all of these seasons later. In the grand scheme of things
when compared to how crazy and inventive Fortnite skins usually are, Luxe can’t help but feel a little basic by comparison, especially as her unlockable styles are simple palette swaps. You could also argue that she and Blackheart should have been swapped around in terms of tiers. 5. Ragnarok – Season 5 Ragnarok has possibly the coolest style
evolution of all the Fortnite tier 100 skins, even if his most “evolved” stages are less than functional. This viking’s giant mask makes him a big ol’ target, so you may want to opt for the one just before the mask. You can even remove his shoulder accessory after an update; it was previously just in the way during ADS. Shame you can’t take his mask off
and also have a truly huge beard, though, like a big blue Santa who likes techno. 4. Black Knight – Season 2 Technically, this isn’t a tier 100 skin as the Battle Pass for Fortnite Season 2 capped off at tier 70, but we will let it slide if you do. The Black Knight is the rarest Battle Pass skin in Fortnite, releasing at a time before the skin culture really took
off. For signifying the start of Epic’s streak of releasing not lazy and bland skins (see: Recon Expert, the worst skin in the game but also the rarest until recently), Black Knight deserves a lot of love. Plus, he’s generally just a cool design; they should really try the medieval theme again and go full hog this time. 3. Midas – Chapter 2: Season 2 Fortnite
Midas tier 100 skin We might be a little crazy here to rank a skin from later Fortnite so high, but Midas from Chapter 2: Season 2 is quite comfortably the best Fortnite tier 100 skin we’ve had since Season 5. Rocking the 20s gangster look mixed with a dash of cyberpunk, Midas’ gimmick is that any gun he touches gets a gold wrap, even after he
drops it. With two very excellent variants and a slender frame that’s pretty rare for male skins, Midas is bound to become a fan favourite. You could even get a special gun off him, and there were so many places around the map that were dedicated to his image. 2. Omega – Season 4 You actually get two skins with the Omega skin: the souped-up
Power Rangers variant, and the base skin for sweaty tryhards. You know who you are. If our memory serves us correctly, Omega was the first ever Fortnite skin with unlockable styles, so there’s enough reason to love them right there. While canonically Omega was just part of a movie, the whole superfight he shared with Carbide was pretty exciting
while it was fresh. 1. The Reaper – Season 3 Could it really be anything else? The sweaty skin before there even were Fortnite sweats, anyone wearing the unofficial John Wick skin was someone to be very wary of between seasons 3 and 4. While it could be argued that it’s as basic as Luxe, the little touches really make this a crisp and daunting skin.
It’s so good, in fact, that he went toe-to-toe with the real John Wick during an LTM. The next time you see a Reaper out in the wild, build a five-story tall tower in their honour immediately. Fortnite: Chapter 2 – Season 3 is free-to-play on PC via the Epic Games Store, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, iOS, and Android. MORE FORTNITE: –
How Many People Play Fortnite? – Best Fortnite Toys For Battle Royale Fans – Best Fortnite Edit Courses To Improve Your Editing Some of the coverage you find on Cultured Vultures contains affiliate links, which provide us with small commissions based on purchases made from visiting our site. We cover gaming news, movie reviews, wrestling and
much more. Important Note: Make sure always to verify Fortnite before an update comes out since updating with modified .PAK file/s might lead to a ban. Changing skins in Fortnite is pretty simple to believe it or not. It requires minimal work for such dramatic change.Alright enough talk let's get into the tutorial.First of all, we are going to need a
program called "HxD" to get it I'm going to leave a download button when click it will start downloading the program. So after you finish downloading "HxD" open it up open the set up inside the archive.And follow the installation instructions provided in the setup. After you finish installing "HxD", go to your desktop, and you will find icon title HxD
and open it up.After that, you're going to be presented with this window. And after you open the program click on the icon covered with the red rectangle. Now you need to locate where you're Fortnite game is installed.Usually, for most people who haven't change their installation directory, it's "C:\Program Files\Epic Games\Fortnite".After you get
your Fortnite Directory now you need to open serval folders open "FortniteGame", "Content" and "Paks" now there is going to be a bunch of files, but we only need one file.The file we need it's named "pakchunk10_s1-WindowsClient" select it and open it up.After you have done that it should look like this. Now what you need to do is hold CTRL and F
at the same time.After you have done that a widow would pop up like this. Now here we need to do a couple of things.First of all, we need to go to the "Search direction" section which is located right down.And we need to change it from "Forward" to "All."After you did that click on the searching box.Side Note: What we are going to do is change the
code of a skin that we already own to a different skin so when we go in-game let's say Onesie skin is going to be something else we chose to replace with.Another Side Note: We can only change to other skins if we have skins which have the same amount of hexs as of the skins we want to change to. Alright, let's give an example let's say you want to
get the Sunflower.Well, what you're going to do is.Side Note: All Skins you want to change are going to have their own specific text to search for and replace.Copy & Pase the following "/Game/Characters/Player/Female/Medium/Bodies/F_MED_DurrburgerPJs/Meshes/Parts/F_MED_DurrburgerPJs_01_Head.F_MED_DurrburgerPJs_01_Head" and should
look like this. Then click ok, and you should be shown mark area like this. Now we need to do something specific watch the video to have a better understanding it. Now we need to copy the hexs values of the skin we want to place it.The hex value is "2F 47 61 6D 65 2F 43 68 61 72 61 63 74 65 72 73 2F 50 6C 61 79 65 72 2F 46 65 6D 61 6C 65 2F 4D
65 64 69 75 6D 2F 42 6F 64 69 65 73 2F 46 5F 4D 45 44 5F 46 61 72 6D 65 72 2F 4D 65 73 68 65 73 2F 46 5F 4D 45 44 5F 46 61 72 6D 65 72 5F 41 6E 69 6D 42 50 2E 46 5F 4D 45 44 5F 46 61 72 6D 65 72 5F 41 6E 69 6D 42 50 5F 43 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00"Side note: Make sure to copy the values without copying ""Another Side Note: If you get this message. This means that you have done something wrong. Now after you have done it, we need to do it a few more times to replace the whole skins since what we are replacing its part of the entire skin.You can find the full values for this skin by clicking
on the Sunflower (Farmer) skin in the homepage. And after you finish replacing all the hexs click save icon marked in the red rectangle. And now this widow it's going to pop up make sure to click "Cancel". After you did that another widow is going to pop up asking you this question shown below.Click on Yes. And now it's done you can close the
program and open Fortnite.Go to your locker and select the skin you have replaced.And you can go in-game and play.But be aware you need to verify the game files before any updates also it's necessary to disable auto update so fortnite doesn't update, and you risk being banned.In this picture, you can see how to verify Fortnite files you can also
verify them to return to the original state with no modified skins, pickaxes or backpacks. Now in order to disable auto-updates for fortnite go to Epic Games Launcher Settings and scroll down until you see Manage Games.There is going to be an option called "Allow Auto-Update" and disabled it.And that's it thanks for reading my tutorial and hope you
enjo your custom Skins, Pickaxes and Backpacks.
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